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The system of charged dust particles in a plasma with ion flow (e.g., in a plasma sheath) repre-

sents a non-Hamiltonian system [1] because of the non-reciprocal interaction [φ(r) 6= φ(−r)]

(wake field) and spatial charge variations: the system cannot be described by a Hamiltonian,

and, hence, no energy is conserved. Thus, the system of dust particles can exhibit some proper-

ties unusual for Hamiltonian systems.

One of these properties was demonstrated in experiment [2],namely, the melting of the 2D

dust crystal due to the coupling instability of vertical andhorizontal (longitudinal) dust-lattice

modes. While the physics of phase transitions in Hamiltonian systems is usually related to

the competition between thermal and interaction energies (condition for a phase transition is

some relation between the temperature and the interparticle distance), the physics of the melting

observed in experiment [2] is quite different: the dust crystal melted when the neutral pressure

was small enough so that the dust-neutral friction was insufficient to suppress the growth of

oscillations of particles in a dust lattice.

In Ref. [2], the melting was explained by the theory of Ref. [3], namely, by non-hamiltonicity

due to interaction anisotropy only. In Ref. [4], it was shownthat the simultaneous presence of

vertical charge variations (i.e., charge variations due tovertical displacements) can substantially

increase the effect. In the present paper, we consider the simultaneous presence of the following

three effects: interaction anisotropy, vertical charge variations and horizontal charge variations

(i.e., charge variations due to perturbations of the distances between particles). Although in

experiments the horizontal charge gradient is believed to be much smaller than the vertical one,

we will show that it can be nevertheless significant: to compare the effects, one should compare

the product of the horizontal charge gradient and the vertical electric field of the sheath with

the product of the vertical charge gradient and the horizontal electric field acting on a particle

from the neighboring particle. Moreover, the simultaneouspresence of both charge gradients

gives rise to a new effect: the coupling instability can now be triggered even in the absence of

the interaction anisotropy.

We consider an infinite string of dust particles with equilibrium charge(−Q) < 0 and equi-
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librium separationL. The equilibrium positions of dust particles are on the horizontal X-axis.

The Z-axis is directed vertically downward. We consider themotion of particles to be in the

XZ-plane. The forces acting on the dust particles are the gravity force, the force of the electric

field of the sheath, the dust-dust interaction, and the dust-neutral friction. In the XZ plane, the

electric field of the sheath is directed vertically downwardand depends only on the coordinatez:

E = E(z). As for the dust-dust interaction, we consider only interaction with neighboring dust

particles and apply the following model: each dust particleinduces the electrostatic potential

given by

φn(x,z) = (−Qn) f (|x−xn|,z−zn) (1)

where(−Qn) < 0 is the momentary value of the charge of then-th particle,xn andzn are the

coordinates of then-th particle, f (|x−xn|,z−zn) is some function of the specified arguments.

We use a power series expansion of this function near|x−xn| = L, z−zn = 0:

f (|x−xn|,z−zn) = f0 +(|x−xn|−L) fx +(z−zn) fz

+
1
2
(|x−xn|−L)2 fxx+

1
2
(z−zn)

2 fzz+(|x−xn|−L)(z−zn) fxz+ ... (2)

Concerning the dust charge variations, we apply the following model: the linear perturbations

of the dust charge are given by

δQn = (δxn+1−δxn−1)Qx +(δzn)Qz (3)

where the symbolδ is used to designate the deviations from the equilibrium values:δQn =

Qn−Q is the perturbation of the absolute value of then-th particle charge,δxn = xn−nL is the

perturbation of thex-coordinate of then-th particle,δzn = zn.

To normalize distances, we use some arbitrary lengthλ . This lengthλ can be associated,

for example, with the Debye radius or the length of the dust-dust interaction. The set of our

dimensionless parameters is as follows:

e0 = E(0)
λ 2

Q
; e1 =

dE(z)
dz

∣

∣

∣

∣

z=0

λ 3

Q
; κ =

L
λ

; qx =
Qxλ
Q

; qz =
Qzλ
Q

;

σx = fxλ 2; σz = fzλ 2; σxx = fxxλ 3; σzz= fzzλ 3; σxz = fxzλ 3 (4)

Assuming the perturbations are proportional to exp(iknκ − iωt) where the timet is normal-

ized byλ 3/2
√

M/Q (M is the dust mass), we obtain the dispersion relation

[ω2+ iγω−Ω2
h(k)][ω

2+ iγω−Ω2
v(k)] = Uc(k) (5)
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whereγ > 0 describes the dust-neutral friction (γ is the dimensionless damping rate in the

absence of any forces except the dust-neutral friction, in which caseω1,2 = 0, ω3,4 = −iγ), and

Ω2
h(k) = 4

[

σxxsin2(kκ/2)+σxqxsin2(kκ )
]

(6)

Ω2
v(k) = e1+e0qz+4σzzsin2(kκ/2)+4σzqzcos2(kκ/2) (7)

Uc(k) = 4sin2(kκ )
[

−σ2
xz+σxzσxqz−σxzqxe0+σxqxqze0

−4σxzσzqxcos2(kκ/2)+4σxσzqxqzcos2(kκ/2)
]

(8)

We have two modes (characterized byΩh(k) andΩv(k)) damped by the dust-neutral friction

and coupled with each other through the coupling coefficientUc(k). The frequenciesΩh(k)

andΩv(k) are respectively the horizontal and vertical frequencies in the following sense. If we

assume the particles can move only along the X-axis (i.e., weuseδzn ≡ 0 instead of considering

forces in the vertical direction) andγ = 0, Ωh(k) will be the frequency of these horizontal

oscillations. Analogously, if we assume the particles can move only vertically (i.e., we use

δxn ≡ 0) andγ = 0, the frequency of these vertical oscillations will beΩv(k). The first four

terms in the coupling coefficientUc(k) (8) are related respectively to:

1. only interaction anisotropy (considered in Ref. [3]),

2. interaction anisotropy and vertical charge variations (considered in Ref. [4]),

3. interaction anisotropy and horizontal charge variations,

4. vertical and horizontal charge variations.

In the laboratory experiments, all these four terms can be comparable with each other, while two

remaining terms are negligible ife0 ≫ |σz| (i.e., if the force of the electric field of the sheath is

much greater than the vertical component of the dust-dust interaction in the equilibrium state).

It is easy to perform the stability analysis of the dispersion relation (5) with any arbitrary

real functionsΩ2
h(k), Ω2

v(k), Uc(k), using the inequalityγ > 0 only (e.g.,Ω2
h(k), Ω2

v(k) can be

negative, andUc(k) can be large). The instability conditions for a givenk are as follows:

• when[Ω2
v(k)−Ω2

h(k)]
2+4Uc(k) < 0, we have oscillatory instability if

|[Ω2
v(k)−Ω2

h(k)]
2+4Uc(k)| > 2γ2[Ω2

v(k)+Ω2
h(k)] (9)

otherwise the system is stable;
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• when [Ω2
v(k)− Ω2

h(k)]
2 + 4Uc(k) > 0, we have nonoscillatory instability if any of the

following is satisfied

Ω2
h(k)+Ω2

v(k) < 0 (10)

Ω2
h(k)Ω

2
v(k) < Uc(k) (11)

otherwise the system is stable.

For a system with weak coupling, the oscillatory instability can occur only in the case of

crossingof the horizontalΩh(k) and verticalΩv(k) frequencies at somek. The instability con-

dition is

Uc(kcross) < 0; |Uc(kcross)| > γ2Ω2
cross (12)

where (kcross, Ωcross) is the crossing point. In this case, the oscillatory instability occurs in a

small interval of wave numbers near the crossing point.

We give a numerical example with parameters of experiment [2] (for more details, see our pa-

per [5]). We assume that (i) the dust-dust interaction is thesum of the screened Coulomb poten-

tial and the non-screened dipole field (dipole is directed downward), in which caseσx =−(κ +

1)exp(−κ )/κ 2, σz = −p/κ 3, σxx = (κ 2+2κ +2)exp(−κ )/κ 3, σzz= −(κ +1)exp(−κ )/κ 3,

σxz = 3p/κ 4 (the lengthλ used to normalize distances in (4) is assumed to be the screen-

ing length;p > 0 is the dipole moment in units ofQλ ), and (ii) the charge gradients and the

interaction anisotropy (i.e., the parameterp) are small. We useQ = 15500e, λ = 0.5 mm,

M = 5.5× 10−10 g, vertical frequency of a single particleωv/2π = 15.5 Hz, argon pressure

2.8 Pa. This givese1 ≈ 12,e0 ≈ 24,γ ≈ 0.1. Thus, the crossing of modes occurs forκ < 0.96,

while for κ < 0.66 the vertical mode becomes unstable due to mutual repulsion of particles.

Therefore, the melting can occur in the range 0.66< κ < 0.96. In the case of no charge varia-

tions, the melting becomes possible at someκ from this range ifp is greater than about 10−2.

For thisp, all the first four terms in the coupling coefficient (8) are ofthe same order atqz∼10−1

andqx ∼ 10−2. Thus, each of these four terms can be sufficient to trigger the oscillatory insta-

bility observed in experiment [2].
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